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a b s t r a c t 

One of the main difficulties to analyze modern spectroscopic datasets is due to the large amount of 

data. For example, in atmospheric transmittance spectroscopy, the solar occultation channel (SO) of the 

NOMAD instrument onboard the ESA ExoMars2016 satellite called Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO) had produced 

~ 10 millions of spectra in ~ 20 0 0 0 acquisition sequences since the beginning of the mission in April 

2018 until 15 January 2020. Other datasets are even larger with ~ billions of spectra for OMEGA onboard 

Mars Express or CRISM onboard Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter. Usually, new lines are discovered after a 

long iterative process of model fitting and manual residual analysis. Here we propose a new method 

based on unsupervised machine learning, to automatically detect new minor species. Although precise 

quantification is out of scope, this tool can also be used to quickly summarize the dataset, by giving few 

endmembers (”source”) and their abundances. 

The methodology is the following: we proposed a way to approximate the dataset non-linearity by a 

linear mixture of abundance and source spectra (endmembers). We used unsupervised source separation 

in form of non-negative matrix factorization to estimate those quantities. Several methods are tested on 

synthetic and simulation data. Our approach is dedicated to detect minor species spectra rather than 

precisely quantifying them. On synthetic example, this approach is able to detect chemical compounds 

present in form of 100 hidden spectra out of 10 4 , at 1.5 times the noise level. Results on simulated 

spectra of NOMAD-SO targeting CH 4 show that detection limits goes in the range of 10 0–50 0 ppt in 

favorable conditions. Results on real martian data from NOMAD-SO show that CO 2 and H 2 O are present, 

as expected, but CH 4 is absent. Nevertheless, we confirm a set of new unexpected lines in the database, 

attributed by ACS instrument Team to the CO 2 magnetic dipole. 

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

In modern exploration science, one has to face a major chal- 

enge : how to learn something new from analyzing a large dataset 

ollection while taking into account what we already know. If the 

urrent knowledge overrides the analysis, the discovery of new el- 

ments may be difficult. Usually, in the field of spectroscopy, one 

an compare laboratory spectra, model and observation spectra. 

oing back and forth leads to discovery of new lines by identifying 

nexpected residuals in the observation data (not expected by the 

odel). Sometimes, initial identification of lines can be wrong. As 
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n example, spectroscopic evidence of atmospheric CO 2 ice cloud 

as reported after the discovery of an emission spike at a wave- 

ength of 4.3 mm from Mariner 6 and 7 infrared probings of the 

right martian limb [16] , but this spectral feature was mistaken 

or a resonant scattering band of CO 2 fluorescence [22] . 

For one single spectrum, one can use simulation algorithm (see 

or instance [9] ). For large datasets, simplest ideas would be to 

crutinize average spectra, or potential band depth distribution. 

nfortunately, in the case of low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR, defined 

s signal / standard deviation of noise), such methods fail (as will 

e illustrated in the toy example). Analyzing residuals after mod- 

ling is a good method but it requires a lot of work. 

Several statistical tools with various approaches have been pro- 

osed, such as the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [12,28] , or 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jqsrt.2020.107361
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jqsrt
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ndependent Component Analysis (ICA) [8,30] , but most of them 

equire a human operator to pick endmembers and trends since 

hose methods are nothing more than a change of representation. 

urthermore, none of these methods guarantees positivity of the 

omponent (which are sometimes also called source ), which can 

e problematic during the interpretation. Recently, advanced ma- 

hine learning methods based on non-negative matrix factorization 

ave been proposed [6,13,17,20,25,29] . This approach is completely 

ifferent from PCA/ICA: each source is positive and represents an 

ndmember / a trend. A source is not one spectrum extracted from 

he dataset but a statistical reconstruction. By using this approach, 

he human operator doesn’t have to identify endmembers/trends 

nymore, since they are automatically picked by the algorithm in 

orm of source. Furthermore when there are statistical / spectral 

orrelations between sources PCA/ICA fails because it assumes or- 

hogonality / independence, which is not the case for non-negative 

atrix factorization. 

Based on this new approach, we propose a tool: 

• to give an overview and quickly summarize a large and complex 

spectroscopic dataset with simple variables 
• to detect potential new spectroscopic features (unexpected mi- 

nor species, new absorption lines,...) 
• to be performed in a fully blind way (without prior information 

on neither the spectra, nor the abundances). 

The target observation type of this study is solar occulta- 

ion. This measurement principle has been proposed as early as 

900, an interesting review was published by Smith and Hunten 

31] . Several recent instruments used this technique to investi- 

ate the composition of the Earth’s (SCIAMACHY/ENVISAT Bovens- 

ann et al. [4] ), Mars’ (SPICAM Bertaux et al. [2] ) or Venus’ at-

ospheres (SPICAV Bertaux et al. [3] ). Here we will focus on the 

ecent NOMAD instrument [33] , and especially the SO channel, de- 

igned to study the Martian atmosphere and its trace gases, such 

s methane. Indeed the presence of CH 4 on Mars is a very hot topic

or the planetary science community [14,19,23] . In the present arti- 

le, we propose to apply the tool for potential CH 4 detection. Nev- 

rtheless, the approach can be extended to other types of spectro- 

copic measurements. 

. Dataset 

We propose here to focus on the Nadir and Occultation for 

Ars Discovery (NOMAD) instrument onboard ESA’s ExoMars Trace 

as Orbiter and especially the Solar Occultation (SO) channel [33] . 

OMAD is a compact, high-resolution, dual channel IR spectrom- 

ter (SO and LNO) coupled with a highly miniaturized UV-visible 

pectrometer (UVIS), capable of operating in different observation 

odes: solar occultation, nadir and limb. 

The SO channel operates at wavenumbers from 2320 cm 

−1 to 

550 cm 

−1 (wavelength 2.2 to 4.3 μm), using an echelle grating 

ith a groove density of 4 lines/mm in a Littrow configuration in 

ombination with an Acousto-Optic Tunable Filter (AOTF) for spec- 

ral order selection. The width of the selected spectral ranges is 

ecorded by 320 spectels (spectral element) and varies from 20 to 

5 cm 

−1 depending on the selected diffraction order. The detector 

s an actively cooled HgCdTe Focal Plane Array. SO achieves an in- 

trument line profile resolution of 0.15 cm 

−1 , corresponding to a 

esolving power l/Dl of approximately 250 0 0. All details of the in- 

trument are available in [27] and [34] . The orders with the maxi- 

um sensitivity to CH 4 are: 119, 134 and 136. We will use the data

rom the beginning of the mission in April 2018 until 15 January 

020, in calibration version 1p0a. Due to temperature change, the 

pectral registration varies, producing a shift up to ~ 10 spectels. 

e corrected it by aligning the full dataset to a reference spectra 

arbitrarily choosen with the maximum band depth of water) by 
2 
ross-correlation. No sub-spectel resampling has been performed 

ut a simple shift. When the calibration will be improved, this 

tep will most probably be replaced by a routine correction. The 

ata are available on the ESA/Planetary Science Archive after a 6 

onths embargo period. 

. Method 

In this section, we first describe the data pretreatment required 

or non-negative matrix factorization purpose followed by the data 

ining method. 

.1. Data pretreatment 

After calibration, the NOMAD SO spectra are in transmittance 

 = I/I 0 , depending on wavenumber ν , with I the observed light 

ntensity trough the atmosphere and I 0 the solar spectra measured 

utside the atmosphere. 

Assuming that the atmosphere is homogeneous, and that multi- 

le scattering and refraction are negligible [4,31] , the optical depth 

is a linear combination of E ( ν) the total extinction, and ε the 

lant column density, for each chemical species i : 

(ν) = − log T (ν) ≈
N S ∑ 

i =1 

E i (ν) .εi + MC(ν) (1) 

ith N S , the total number of species and MC ( ν) a modeled contin-

um described below. 

The slant column density ε is directly related to the total num- 

er of particles N ( s ) along the line of sight s : 

= 

∫ 
N(s ) ds (2) 

While the extinction by gas is usually highly structured, absorp- 

ion by particles, scattering by molecules and particles, and also re- 

ection at the surface are broadband features. Such large features 

re modeled by a continuum MC ( ν), often taken as a polynomial, 

hat is filtered out. 

The problem with this continuum removal rationale is that 

hen the optical depth is large, the SNR is decreased and the noise 

ffect on continuum removal amplified (see Sup. Mat.). 

Instead of using this rationale, we propose to first correct for 

he continuum C ( ν) in the transmittance space: 

 

∗(ν) = T (ν) − C(ν) (3) 

Then convert the spectra into absorbance: 

 (ν) = 1 − T ∗(ν) (4) 

The final step is the linear mixture: 

 (ν) ≈
N S ∑ 

i =1 

S i (ν) .A i (5) 

ith S i ( ν) the source spectra and A i the spectral abundance. In 

his description, the physical meaning of S i ( ν) and A i is lost but

he apparent SNR is dramatically increased, which is much more 

mportant for our analysis. Nevertheless, assumptions required in 

q. (1) are usually not relevant. Radiative transfer model used for 

recise quantification is highly non-linear. 

One has to consider that this unsupervised linear unmixing 

roblem is already very difficult for machine learning. Solving non- 

inear model in a unsupervised way is a research area that is 

learly not solved yet. In addition, we would like to focus on spec- 

ral detection, rather than quantification. Thus, we will focus on 

 ( ν) much more than A . We will show that for linear, but also non-

inear simulation and real data, meaningful S ( ν) can be retrieved. 

ue to non-linearity, A may differ significantly from truth, but the 
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ig tendencies should be respected. After the quick-look analysis, 

stimating S i and A , one must go back to the real data. The most

rivial strategy is to pick the spectra X out of the collection, with 

he highest abundance of a selected source S i . 

In the following, we will use the continuum estimation C ( ν) us- 

ng asymmetric least square [7] , with parameters : νsmooth = 10 3 

nd p = 1 − 10 −2 , 10 number of iterations. 

.2. Non negative matrix factorization 

For a collection of spectra, Eq. (5) can be written in matrix form 

 kj ≈ S ki . A ij , with i the source index (from 1 to N S ), j the observa-

ion index (from 1 to N O ) and k the wavenumber index (from 1 to

 ν ). Thus, one have to estimate S and A , by minimizing the objec-

ive function: 

 = ‖ 

X − S . A ‖ 

2 (6) 

ith ‖ . ‖ , the Frobenius norm (usual L 2 norm). 

Several algorithms have been proposed to solve this problem, 

ubject to positivity (both S and A are non-negative). Such problem 

s called Non negative Matrix Factorization (NMF). This constraint 

s important to keep the physical meaning, but also to promote 

parsity of S (a signal is sparse when most of the values are close 

o zero except several non-zero values). Let ˙ S and 

˙ A be the estima- 

ion of those quantities. 

MU We propose to use the Multiplicative Updates (MU) of Lee 

nd Seung [20] accelerated by Gillis and Glineur [13] . We used the 

onvergence parameter αMU = 1 . Other alternative algorithms are 

ossible but give equivalent results since they minimize the same 

ost function. This algorithm has the advantage of very fast com- 

utation time but the result may depend on initialization. 

BPSS2 We propose to test another kind of algorithm: the 

ayesian Prior Source Separation [6,24] , that has been optimized 

29] , hereafter called BPSS2. This algorithm has the main advan- 

age to account for extra constraint : the sum-to-one or sum- 

ower-than-one on the abundances ( 
∑ 

i A i j = 1 ) that also promotes 

parsity of S . This algorithm, based on Monte Carlo approach is 

uch more time consuming. One approach to reduce the compu- 

ation time is to select only relevant spectra out of the dataset 

25] , but then the statistics may be biased [29] . Thanks to the

dvances of computer capabilities, we propose to treat the full 

ataset. This kind of algorithm is very slow but since the formu- 

ation is Bayesian, it converge toward an unique solution. 

psNMF In order to regularize the problem of Eq. (6) , one can 

dd an extra penalization term to enforce sparsity on A (only few 

on zeros elements in A ) [18] : 

 = ‖ 

X − S . A ‖ 

2 + λ‖ 

A ‖ 1 (7) 

With ‖ . ‖ 1 , the L 1 norm. The first term is called data attachment

erm (the usual squared difference). The second is called regular- 

zation term. The problem with this approach, is that hyperparam- 

ter λ is not known and has to be tuned manually. A recent ap- 

roach has been proposed to solve this problem in the Bayesian 

ramework [17] . The main idea is to encompass all variables and 

yperparameters in a unique problem that is estimated with varia- 

ional update principle. We will refer this algorithm to probability 

parse NMF (psNMF). This algorithm has the advantage to have a 

educed computation time and no hyperparameter tuning. It also 

as a regularization term to avoid strong dependence of the ini- 

ialization on the final solution. 

In order to estimate the precision of the reconstruction, we 

sed the Root Mean Square Difference RMSD : 

MSD = 

√ 〈 (
X − ˙ S . ̇ A 

)2 
〉 

〈 X 〉 (8) 
3 
With 〈 . 〉 , the mean. 

Once the sources are estimated, we quantify their relevance for 

he global dataset. From the total reconstruction 

˙ X k j = ̇

 S ki . ̇
 A i j , for 

ll i , we can estimate the contribution of source i ′ , that is to say:
˙ 
 

i 
k j 

= ̇

 S ki ′ . ̇ A i ′ j . Thus, the relevance of source i is defined as: 

 

i = 

〈| ̇ X 

i − ˙ X |〉 
〈 ̇ X 〉 (9) 

This definition is convenient since the sum of all R i is one (this 

roperty is only present when sources and abundances are posi- 

ive) and we can easily estimate the % contribution of each source 

n the final reconstruction. One has to note that relevance is not 

 measure of presence or not of a minor specie (for instance CH 4 )

ut a measure of how important is the source over the dataset. 

ajor species, should always have a larger relevance than minor 

pecies. In the following, we plot all sources results by decreasing 

rder of relevance. 

.3. Band depth (BD) 

We used the following band depth definition, difference of the 

eometric mean of two reference wavenumbers in the continuum, 

ompared to the band: 

D = X (νl ) 
νc −νl 
νr −νl .X (νr ) 

νr −νc 
νr −νl − X (νc ) (10) 

ith X the observed spectra in transmittance, νc the wavenumber 

f the center of band, ν l the wavenumber of the reference level 

n the left (smaller wavenumber), νr the wavenumber of the ref- 

rence level on the right (larger wavenumber). 

. Synthetic tests 

We simulated several synthetic observations in different condi- 

ions, to mimic the case of NOMAD-SO. The first section describes 

 simple toy model example and the second one presents exten- 

ive tests of this toy model with various cases. By hidden spectra, 

idden compounds and hidden CH 4 , we always refer to a spectral 

ataset with a dominant major component (here water) and a mi- 

or specie (here CH 4 ). The goal of the proposed approach is to pick 

p a source, containing CH 4 only. 

.1. Toy example 

.1.1. Synthetic dataset 

In order to demonstrate the usefulness of our method, we pro- 

ose here a toy example in a very difficult case. We will see that 

sual method fails detection but our method is able to detect the 

idden compounds. 

For this toy example, we simulate a linear mixture of N O = 10 4 

bservations spanned over N ν = 320 spectels (see Fig. 1 ) simi- 

ar to order 136 of NOMAD-SO. Each spectrum is a mixture of a 

pectra of water vapor S H 2 O (coming from one actual source esti- 

ated from real data using psNMF) and theoretical methane S CH 4 
rom Villanueva et al. [35] , with corresponding abundances A H 2 O 

, 

 CH 4 
: 

 = S H 2 O .A H 2 O + S CH 4 .A CH 4 + n (11) 

The noise n is assumed to be a Gaussian process with a stan- 

ard deviation of σ= 0.001 and no bias: n = G (0 , σ ) . All spec-

ra contain pure water vapor with a coefficient following A H 2 O 
= 

 / 6 .β(1 , 10) + 1 / 6 . U(0 , 1) , a mixture of beta ( β) distribution for

/6 of the sample and an uniform ( U) distribution for 1/6 of the 

ample. This process mimics well the water vapor band depth 
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Fig. 1. Synthetic dataset containing 10 4 spectra with various abundances of H 2 O and 100 containing CH 4 at 3- σ level of the noise. In blue the reference spectra S H 2 O of H 2 O 

(coming from actual data analysis). In red the reference spectra S CH 4 of CH 4 (from theoretical data). 

Fig. 2. Water vapor Band Depth distribution (left) in the real observation (right) modeled by the toy example. 
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istribution (BD, see definition in Section 3.3 ) of the real dataset 

see Fig. 2 ). As the baseline of S H 2 O is not zero, we also mimic

aseline correction errors. In addition 100 spectra out of 10,0 0 0 

ontain methane with A CH 4 
= 1 , such that the band depth of S CH 4 

s at 3- σ level. Please note that the model to generate the data 

s not fulfilling the sum-to-one constraint, but fully fulfilling the 

ositivity constraint. Given the defined noise and signal level, the 

MSD expected for a perfect reconstruction of the signal (and not 

he noise) is 0.16. 

The final synthetic dataset is represented in Fig. 1 . 
4 
In order to check the quality of the estimation, we simply com- 

ute the correlation coefficient between S CH 4 
and the estimated N S 

ources ˙ S , using: 

 = cor r 
{

S CH 4 , ̇
 S : i 
}

(12) 

The i th source with the maximum correlation is identified to 

H 4 contribution. The value to the maximum correlation is used 

s metric to assess the quality of the retrieval. 
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Fig. 3. (left) Histogram of Band Depth at 3067.2 cm 

−1 from the dataset containing 100 CH 4 at 3- σ level out of 10 4 spectra. (right) 100 spectra with the maximum Band 

Depth at 3067.2 cm 

−1 specific of CH 4 . Signal is dominated by water and by noise. No specific signature of CH 4 is visible. 
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Table 1 

Results (mean and standard deviation) from 10 realizations of a toy synthetic exam- 

ple with N S = 5 (in agreement with next section on synthetic tests), N O = 10 0 0 0 , 

N ν = 320 and 300 CH 4 spectra hidden at a level of 1 std of the noise. Quality is 

computed as a correlation coefficient (see Eq. (12) ). RMSD is computed from Eq. (8) . 

Computation time is expressed in second. 

MU psNMF BPSS2 

Quality Q 0.35 ± 0.12 0.822 ± 0.005 0.41 ± 0.06 

RMSD relative error 0.1455 ± 2 . 10 −6 0.1461 ± 5 . 10 −6 0.1468 ± 3 . 10 −4 

Computation time (s) 13 ± 8 46 ± 9 413 ± 21 
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.1.2. Results 

By plotting the 10,0 0 0 samples of the dataset, one is able to 

dentify easily the H 2 O bands. Nevertheless, we cannot observe the 

arget CH 4 in the average spectrum, even at 3- σ level, because it 

s lost in the baseline changes. 

The second simple tool for detection would be the analysis of 

he band depth. Fig. 3 (left) shows the histogram of the main CH 4 

and that exhibits no sign of the presence of CH 4 (no asymme- 

ry in the positive part). Fig. 3 (right) represents the 100 spectra 

ith the maximum CH 4 BD at 3067.2 cm 

−1 . Again, no particular 

lements can be used to argue for detection. 

Fig. 4 represents the results from the non-negative matrix fac- 

orization using psNMF algorithm. One can clearly identify both 

 2 O and CH 4 sources. Since those 2 chemical compounds are not 

orrelated in abundance, ( A H 2 O 
and A CH 4 

are independent), two dif- 

erent source spectra are identified. Please note that the relevance 

f source 4 is very low (0.4%), meaning that only 0.4% of the vari-

bility in the dataset is due to CH 4 , a very low value, as expected

or minor species. 

In this case, the correlation coefficient between estimated abun- 

ances ˙ A 4 : and true ones A CH 4 
is 0.73. Since the quantification of 

bundance is a more difficult problem, we will not pay excessive 

ttention on this parameter. 

.1.3. Convergence and computation time 

We set the MU algorithm convergence to relative difference of 

he cost function < 10 −8 and a maximum running time of 10 0 0

econds. For psNMF, we set the relative difference of the cost func- 

ion to < 10 −7 and a maximum iteration to 20 0 0. For BPSS2, we

ompute a minimum burn in of 10 0 0 iterations and after that 

hen the long term statistics (10 0 0 last iterations) of the Markov 

hain is close to the short term statistics (100 last iterations), con- 

ergence is considered to be reached. Then another 10 0 0 iterations 

re computed to estimate the final solution statistics. 

We run the 3 identified tools 10 times on the same dataset with 

ifferent noise realization, and compute mean and standard devi- 

tion from these 10 experiments. Results are presented in Table 1 . 

ne can clearly see that the even if the convergence is set, there is 

 high variability in MU results, due to the lack of regularization. 

n this particular example, the best is clearly psNMF algorithm. 
5 
The RMSD is computed for all cases and shown in Table 1 . We

an observe that the value is almost equivalent, around 0.146, for 

ll method but MU is slightly better, due to the fact that the cost 

unction has no other term. MU algorithm is just minimizing the 

econstruction. As a comparison, the RMSD expected for a perfect 

econstruction of the signal (and not the noise) of this toy exam- 

le is 0.16. With 5 sources (significantly more than the 3 sources 

efined in this toy example), noise is also encompassed within the 

pproximated linear model, as expected. 

The quality Q is the only parameter to assess the quality of 

he algorithm to detect minor specie (here CH 4 ). In this particu- 

ar toy example, psNMF seems to be the best algorithm, providing 

 source correlated with groundtruth CH 4 with a correlation coef- 

cient up to 0.8. We will extensively test this performance in the 

ext section. 

We also estimate the computation time on a 2.9 GHz Intel Core 

7 with 16 Go DDR3 RAM as an example. All algorithms are imple- 

ented in ©Matlab using parallelized matrix computation. Results, 

resented in Table 1 , demonstrate that MU is faster than psNMF 

ut both are clearly less resources consuming than BPSS2. From 

he computation time and efficiency, we excluded BPSS2 from the 

ext tests. 

.2. Extended synthetic tests 

For the first set of tests, we used the same toy model described 

n Section 4.1 , except with 100 CH 4 spectra hidden at a level of 2

nd 3 standard deviation of the noise (this number is called “factor 

bove noise level”). In order to have robust results, we made 10 

ealizations and averaged the results. 
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Fig. 4. Results of the psNMF algorithm for N S = 4 . Sources 1 and 3 are identified to the level with significant noise contribution, source 2 is identified to H 2 O (correlation 

coef. with groundtruth 0.99), and source 4 is CH 4 (correlation coef. with groundtruth 0.98). Relevance is computed from Eq. (9) . 
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Fig. 5 represents the results as a function of the number of 

ources N S . It presents two quality indicators of the results: the 

verage correlation coefficient Q (see Eq. (12) ) and the fraction 

f realization with acceptable results (with Q > 0.5). We can ob- 

erve that the psNMF is always better than MU on average at 

ost of an higher variability (higher standard deviation). Adding 

ources seems to always increase the detection until reaching a 

lateau around N S = 5 . Adding more sources will not drastically 

ncrease/decrease the source estimation. Nevertheless, it requires 

ore computation time for a larger number of source (approxi- 

ately x2 between 3 and 9 sources but the computation time al- 

ays stays below 200 seconds). 

For the second set of tests, we used the same toy model, ex- 

ept with 50 and 100 CH 4 spectra hidden at a level of 0.7, 1, 1.2,

.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3 standard deviation of the noise (this number is 

alled “factor above noise level”). In order to have robust results, 

e made 10 realizations and averaged the results. Results are al- 

ays with RMSD < 0.18 with an average ~ 0.16. RMSD from the 

oise level is 0.16 whatever the experiment (the CH 4 is low enough 

o that it’s contribution to RMSD is negligible), so the reconstruc- 

ion is in average as expected. 

Fig. 6 presents two quality indicators of the results: the average 

orrelation coefficient Q (see Eq. (12) ) and the fraction of realiza- 

ion with acceptable results (with Q > 0.5). Both indicators indi- 

ate that the method psNMF clearly outperforms MU at high factor 

bove noise level. From our visual inspection of the results, we de- 

ne the detection limit when at least 50% of the results are with 

 > 0.5 (correlation coefficient > 0.5). This definition is debat- 

ble but there is no absolute way of defining it. Fig. 6 shows that

he detection limit is at 1.5 factor above noise level for 100 hidden 

pectra case, around 2 for 50 hidden spectra. Below this limit, none 

T

6 
f the method is able to detect the CH 4 spectra from the noise. For 

0 hidden spectra, even at a factor above noise level of 3, none of 

he methods is able to detect the CH 4 spectra. One can also note 

hat the psNMF is less stable since the standard deviation is much 

arger. 

. Simulation of NOMAD-SO 

.1. Simulation dataset 

This second dataset has been generated with the most pre- 

ise direct model, taking into account the full non-linear radiative 

ransfer and instrumental effects to produce synthetic transmit- 

ance, highly comparable with actual observations. Synthetic trans- 

ittances were made for real NOMAD-SO observation files using 

he relevant geometry and instrument parameters to attempt to in- 

lude the variability inherent in the true measurements. 

Model atmospheres for each occultation were developed from 

he GEM-Mars general circulation model [5,26] . The output of the 

odel were provided for 1 Martian day every 10 solar longitude, 

nd 48 timesteps per Martian day. Atmospheric profiles were de- 

eloped for each occultation by interpolating the model tempera- 

ure and pressure to the solar longitude, local solar time, latitude, 

ongitude, and tangent altitude relative to the areoid. 

To construct the simulated transmittance spectra, the high res- 

lution irradiances were computed for each occultation assuming a 

pherically symmetry and the tangent atmosphere developed from 

EM-Mars for several different abundance of methane and wa- 

er, which were simulated as constant volume mixing ratios. The 

pectroscopic data for methane and water were taken from HI- 

RAN 2016 using CO broadening [10,11,15] . The instrument for- 
2 
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Fig. 5. Results of the MU and psNMF algorithm for N S = 3 to 9, N O = 10 0 0 0 , N ν = 320 , as a function of the number of source. The average Q of 10 realizations of the best 

estimated source (thick lines and standard deviation in thin lines) and the fraction of acceptable results (with Q > 0.5). (left) with a factor above noise level of 2 (right) with 

factor above noise level of 3. 

Fig. 6. Results of the MU and psNMF algorithm for N S = 5 , N O = 10 0 0 0 , N ν = 320 , as a function of the factor above noise level. The average Q of 10 realizations of the best 

estimated source (thick lines and standard deviation in thin lines) and the fraction of acceptable results (with Q > 0.5). (left) with 100 hidden CH 4 spectra (right) with 50 

hidden CH 4 spectra. 
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ard model was then applied to each simulation by considering 

he AOTF bandpass, instrument Instrument Line Shape (ILS), blaze 

unction, spectel to wavenumber calibration, and the contribution 

f light coming from the main order and nearby orders [27,33,34] . 

he final synthetic transmittance spectra is the ratio of this low- 

esolution irradiance to the top-of-atmosphere low resolution irra- 

iance. 

The AOTF/echelle instrument was modeled using the latest 

vailable calibration [1,21] , considering order addition from + / − 2 

earby orders (5 total). The spectral calibration of NOMAD-SO 

aries because it is affected by the instrument temperature, and 

s provided for each individual NOMAD spectra. The 320 spectels 
7 
over the range 3056.1 cm 

−1 to 3080.4 cm 

−1 with a wavenumber 

tep of 0.0763 cm 

−1 . 

No simulation of dust has been performed. Due to the limited 

pectral range on a single order, about 25 cm 

−1 , the major effect of 

ust and other aerosols is relatively flat baseline, which we remove 

t the pre-treatment of the spectra. When dust is optically thick, 

hen non-linearity may appear that are out of the scope of this 

imulation. 

The simulation dataset consist of 12,486 spectra, simulating ob- 

ervations of order 136 in the same configuration as the 106 solar 

ccultations actually observed from May to December 2018. 
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Fig. 7. Results of the psNMF algorithm for N S = 5 on simulation dataset, averaged over 10 noise realizations, for different noise levels (0.001 and 0.0001) and different 

fractions of hidden CH 4 (1%, 5%, 10%, 100%). Hidden CH 4 are taken within the same orbital sequences. The left panels represent results for 10 ppm of water vapor and the 

right ones for 100 ppm of H 2 O. From top to bottom, we show: a) Fraction of the 4 main CH 4 peaks detected in the best source ; b) Mean distance to the expected center in 

spectel and c) Abundance of CH 4 in the source αCH 4 . Please note that the absence of plotted data means that no source was successfully detected. 

Table 2 

Simulation parameters. Fraction of CH 4 is fraction of spectra containing methane 

hidden in the simulation dataset. 

CH 4 [ppt] H 2 O [ppm] fraction of CH 4 [%] noise level 

Value 0; 100; 500; 1000 0; 10; 100 1; 5; 10; 50; 100 0.001; 0.0001 
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We add to the dataset a random noise with standard deviation 

f 0.001 and 0.0001 in order to simulate the instrumental noise 

corresponding to SNR of 100 and 10 0 0 approximately). 

We hide spectra containing CH 4 in a fraction of the total num- 

er of spectra from 1% to 100% in a random manner. In real obser- 

ation, CH 4 may be spatially / temporally coherent but the number 

f scenarios is infinite. We feel that the random case is interesting 

nough to be tested. One has to note that contrarily to the previous 

oy model of Section 4 , here abundance are quantitative abundance 

n the atmosphere. 

The simulation parameters are summed up in Table 2 . 

.2. Detection limits 

We applied the psNMF method with N S = 5 , which is the most

romising one from the previous analysis. We compute the analy- 
8 
is 10 times for 10 different random noise realizations and average 

he results in order to present robust conclusion. We select a pure 

H 4 and a pure H 2 O spectra (noted P CH 4 
and P H 2 O ) from the simu-

ation as reference spectra. 

.2.1. Methods to analyze the results 

The main difference with the toy model section in 4 is that H 2 O

nd CH 4 may be highly mixed in the sources. Simple correlation 

oefficient to pick the best source is thus not efficient enough. We 

ropose here another approach to estimate the best source. 

For each estimated source ˙ S : i , we analyze it as a linear mixture 

f P H 2 O and P CH 4 
: 

˙ 
 : i = P H 2 O .αH 2 O,i + P CH 4 .αCH 4 ,i (13) 

This problem is called supervised detection algorithm since P H 2 O 
nd P CH 4 

are known, contrary to the general one, presented in 

q. (5) , where source spectra are not known. The source i ∗ with the

aximum αCH 4 ,i 
∗ is selected as the best target CH 4 source, called 

est source hereafter. 

We then propose to use three indicators of good detection : 

• Fraction of the 4 main CH 4 peaks detected (at 3057.7, 3063.4, 

3067.2 and 3076.6 cm 

−1 ). This is computed using the peak de- 

tection algorithm from ©Matlab on both simulation and best 
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Fig. 8. Results of the psNMF algorithm for the diffraction order 119 for N S = 5 . The sources 1, 3 and 5 are identified to CO 2 (shift of 0.01 for clarity). The source 2 is identified 

to the background level (continuum misestimation). The source 4 is identified to H 2 O. No source seems to be related to CH 4 . 

9 
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Fig. 9. Results of the psNMF algorithm for the diffraction order 134 for N S = 5 . The source 1 is identified to the background level (continuum misestimation), the sources 

3, 4 and 5 are identified to H 2 O. The sources 2 present unmodeled lines that are not present in the spectroscopic database. These lines has been first detected in the ACS 

instrument data and attributed to CO 2 magnetic dipole transition [32] . No source seems to be related to CH 4 . 

10 
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Fig. 10. Results of the psNMF algorithm for the order 136 for N S = 5 . The source 1 is identified to the level background (continuum misestimation), the sources 2, 3, 4 and 

5 are identified to H 2 O, either directly either from the adjacent orders. No source seems to be related to CH 4 . 

11 
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Table 3 

Number of spectra N O and RMSD relative errors for 4 to 10 no. of sources N S re- 

sulting from the analysis of all observations of NOMAD data up to 15 January 2020, 

using the psNMF algorithm. RMSD is computed from Eq. (8) . 

119 134 136 

N O 134,045 365,985 140,064 

N S = 4 0.476 0.575 0.634 

N S = 5 0.456 0.553 0.609 

N S = 6 0.442 0.553 0.585 

N S = 10 0.410 0.484 0.544 
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source with a tolerance of 2 spectels, i.e. detected peaks can be 

2 spectels off the expected one. The peak must be with a max- 

imum amplitude larger than 1/10 0 0 the maximum of ˙ S : i ∗ to be 

considered significant. Please note that even there are only 5 

possible fraction (0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1), since we average on 

10 realizations, any number can appear. 
• Mean distance to the expected center . Mean distance in spectel 

between the CH 4 peaks detected in the best source and the ref- 

erence one. 
• Abundance of CH 4 in the source . αCH 4 

(from Eq. (13) ), which de- 

scribes the amplitude of the CH 4 peaks in the best source. 

.2.2. Analysis of the results 

Fig. 7 summarizes all the results. Fraction of the 4 main CH 4 

eaks detected in the most relevant source has always a standard 

eviation < 0.43 and a mean value of 0.06 over the 10 real- 

zations. The Mean distance to the expected center has always a 

tandard deviation < 0.40 and a mean value of 0.07 over the 

0 realizations. The abundance of CH 4 in the source has always a 

tandard deviation < 0.05 and a mean value of 0.005 over the 10 

ealizations. 

This figure shows that the detection limits clearly depend on 

H 4 density, but also on the fraction of hidden CH 4 and noise level, 

s expected. Abundance of CH 4 in the source αCH 4 
maximum is 

5%, meaning that in any cases H 2 O is dominating the best source 

nd so both CH 4 and H 2 O are present in each best source. This is

ecause CH 4 is a minor specie (as expected from the conditions of 

ur simulation), its absorption band generally follows the air-mass, 

s H 2 O does. So there is no particular source for CH 4 only. 

When more than two lines are detected, we can consider it as 

 detection. This limit is reached for CH 4 ≥ 500 ppt for 10 and 

00 ppm of H 2 O. Nevertheless, the detection limits lies between 

00 and 500 ppt in the case of 10 ppm of H 2 O vapor since the de-

ection is perfect (100% of the 4 main CH 4 peaks detected) occurs 

or a fraction of CH 4 5 to 50%. Interestingly, the optimum detection 

s not when 100% of the spectra contains CH 4 , but more between 

–50%. This behavior is due to the statistics that is richer when 

lso CH 4 is lacking in certain spectra. When 100% of spectra con- 

ain CH 4 , the statistical variability of the dataset is mainly due to 

irmass (atmosphere is assumed to be well mixed). So both CH 4 

nd H 2 O are varying together and there is less statistics to base 

he detection on. 

Noise level does not affect first the fraction of the 4 main CH 4 

eaks but increases the spectral shift of the band center. In addi- 

ion, it clearly affects the abundance and thus the band depth. 

In conclusion, from this simulation analysis, one could expect 

etection limits of CH 4 in the range 10 0–50 0 ppt when operating 

n favorable conditions. 

. Real data analysis 

In this section, we report the results of actual NOMAD data, fo- 

using on diffraction orders with potential CH 4 lines: 119, 134 and 

36, are shown respectively on Figs. 8 , 9 and 10 . We used the 821

ngress and egress transit orbits for order 119, 2358 orbits for or- 

er 134 and 703 for order 136. We filter spectra with SNR > 100.

esults are compared with NOMAD simulations [35] using the cal- 

bration pipeline. This process adds ghost lines from adjacent or- 

ers, as in real data. Table 3 summarizes the relative error and the 

umber of spectra. The approach here is to compute the analysis 

ith psNMF using N S = 5 in agreement with the previous section. 

Please remind that our approach is fully blind: no spectral in- 

ormation has been included in the analysis (nothing about H 2 O, 

O 2 or CH 4 ). 

For all orders, sources of H 2 O are estimated, as expected. Also 

 source presenting a residual of the continuum is always present. 
12 
ue to non-linearities of the radiative transfer, the acquisition pro- 

ess (temperature dependence) and the wavenumber shift, the 

olecular species appears sometimes in different sources. 

Order 136 gives the 1 source related to the background and 4 

ources related to H 2 O. All 4 sources of water have the peaks but 

ith different relative intensities and wavenumber shift. 

For order 119, both CO 2 and H 2 O lines are identified (see Fig. 8 ).

ince those two components are uncorrelated, separated sources 

re found by the algorithm. 

Interestingly, order 134 presents a source with unexpected 

ines. The main lines are at positions : 3016.70, 3017.07, 3018.12, 

019.54, 3020.90, 3022.25, 3023.60, 3024.96, and 3027.29 cm 

−1 . 

hese lines has been also detected in the ACS instrument data and 

ttributed to CO 2 magnetic dipole transition [32] . Further analysis 

hall be done to compare both NOMAD AND ACS data. 

Solar lines are never appearing in the sources. They are self- 

orrected by the calibration since we don’t use a reference solar 

pectra but the solar observation during the transit when the tan- 

ent altitude is so high that there is no martian atmosphere (typi- 

ally > 200 km). 

None of the analyzed orders presents sources related to CH 4 . 

. Discussions and conclusion 

We implemented a new strategy to analyze spectroscopic 

atasets. This strategy is fully unsupervised, so that any kind of 

bsorption bands can be discovered. The amount of prior informa- 

ion required is thus very low. The computation can be done on a 

egular hardware for the most common database and within rea- 

onable amount of time ( ~ 10 0,0 0 0 spectra). 

We illustrate the approach for typical atmospheric spectroscopy. 

e first put forward a synthetic test, based on simple linear mix- 

ng to give a toy example and to identify the best promising algo- 

ithm. The psNMF clearly outperformed MU and BPSS2. 

Then we proposed a simulation, based on realistic radiative 

ransfer and instrumental effects, applied on NOMAD-SO spectra. 

he detection limits goes below 500 ppt in favorable conditions, 

ith reduced H 2 O and low noise level. The same range of detec- 

ion limits is reach with usual approach of model fitting at a much 

igher computation cost and analysis effort. Given the simplicity of 

se, this tool may be relevant to handle large and complex datasets 

t first glance. As a perspective, analysis of residuals after the non- 

inear retrieval of the data may lower the detection limits. One can 

hen test if the residuals are simply Gaussian noise, or if they may 

ontain interesting features. 

Interestingly, a molecular specie not well mixed in the atmo- 

phere can be most easily detected with our approach. 

The last section presented the results of the application on real 

OMAD-SO data, using orders 119, 134 and 136, selected as they 

re representative of the baseline strategy of measurements in NO- 

AD, allowing characterization of H 2 O and potential detection of 

H 4 . The outcome is that no CH 4 has been identified, but H 2 O and

O 2 are detected. Interestingly a new set of spectral lines has been 

iscovered in the NOMAD data. These lines has been first detected 
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n the ACS instrument data and attributed to CO 2 magnetic dipole 

ransition [32] . We thus confirm their presence with our current 

nalysis. 

One way to go back to the data is to pick the real data with

he highest source contribution 

˙ A . Our quicklook analysis is thus 

nly a starting point of a more complete scientific analysis. This 

econd step will require much more prior information (chemical 

ompounds, fundamental spectroscopic constants, radiative trans- 

er model, ...). 

Future work should apply the proposed approach to other 

atasets, such as other NOMAD-SO orders, or other spectroscopic 

atasets (including hyperspectral images) from laboratory mea- 

urements, ground based telescopes or space-born spectrometers. 

he approach is generic enough to treat datasets that can be at 

rst order approximated to a linear mixture. 
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